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Let C be a binary linear self-dual doubly-even code of length n and minimal 
weight d. Such codes exist only if 12 = 0 (mod 8). We put II = 24r + 8s, s = 0, 1, 2. 
It follows from the work of Gleason [2] and of Mallows and Sloane [6] that 
d s 4r + 4. C is called extremal if d = 4r + 4. In the following, an extremal code 
means a binary linear self-dual doubly-even extremal code. 
We use the set-theoretical notation: Let I be the set of positions of a code. 
Then a word in E: considered as a mapping from Z to [F2 will be identified with its 
support. Hence IFi will be identified with the system of subsets of 1. 
By the Theorem of Assmus-Mattson (see e.g. [l]), the words of fixed weight k 
of an extremal code C form a 5 - 2.r-block design, i.e. for any set a of positions of 
C with (a( = 5 - 2s the cardinality of C,(a) : {c E C ( ICI = k, c c} independ- 
ent the choice of u. fact ]&(a)] depends only on and k. 
found additional property of the 
in the that k d is the weight C: 
Theorem of Venkov. Let a be an arbitrary set of positions of an extremal code C 
with (u(=7-2s. Weput1:=7-2s, 
ak(a) = cu, := I{c E C, 1 la fl cl = 1- l}], 
s,(u)=&:=]{CEC&2cc}]. 
Then 
~+(l-6)&= 
(I - l)(n - I + 2) 
(d + 1 - 1) 
This Theorem was never published by Venkov, but it was mentioned in the 
authors talk at the ICM 1986 in Berkeley ([4]). In the first part of the present 
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paper we give a proof of the Theorem of Venkov. In the second part we prove its 
generalization to arbitrary weights: 
Theorem 1. Let a be an arbitrary set of positions of an extremal code C with 
Ial = 7 - 2s. With the notations of the Theorem of Venkov we put 
f :=k+l-I, g := lk -n - (I - 1)(1- 2). 
Then 
fai,(a) +g&(a) = (l- l)(n -I + 2) IGI (:)/(‘I). (2) 
Since lC,l depends only on n and k, we see that fak(a) + gb,(a) depends only 
on n and k. On the other hand, if fQa) + gd,(a) is independent of the choice of 
a, Eq. (2) follows from an elementary combinatorical argument. Hence for the 
proof of Theorem 1 it is sufficient to prove that fak(a) + gdk(a) is independent of 
the choice of a. 
For minimal weight k = d we have g/f = I- 6 and division of (2) by f leads to 
(1). 
The proof of the Theorem of Venkov uses weighted theta functions and the 
theory of modular forms (see [8], Chapter 7, or [5] for an introduction to modular 
forms). No elementary proof is known. We prove Theorem 1 by the method of 
Assmus-Mattson using the Theorem of Venkov. 
The author would like to thank B.B. Venkov for his kind permission to publish 
his theorem. 
1. Proof of the Theorem of Venkov 
(1) First we define the weighted theta functions for extremal codes. To any 
binary linear doubly-even code C of length n we associate a lattice A(C) in 
euclidian n-spaces R”. Let 
(5, 7) = tF1 girli 5 = (519 . . . 7 Err), rl = (El9 . * . 9 EnI 
be the scalar product in R”. We fix an orthogonal basis pi, . . . , P,, of R” of 
vectors with squared length 2, i.e. (pi, pi) = 2 for i = 1, . . . , n. Then A(C) is the 
lattice in R” generated by pi, . . . , p,, and the vectors 
4 C pi for c E C. 
iec 
Since we assume that C is doubly-even, A(C) is an even lattice, i.e. (5, c) E 2H 
for 5 E A(C). Furthermore it is easy to prove that A(C) is unimodular, i.e. A(C) 
has discriminant 1 if and only if C is self-dual (see Conway, Sloane [9] for more 
details). 
To any even unimodular lattice A one associates the weighted theta function 
fy(z, q, A) of Schoeneberg [7] and Hecke [3]: Let P,,(& q), lj, 11 E R” be the zonal 
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spherical function in dimension IZ of degree Y > 0. P,,(E, q) is given by the 
Gegenbauer polynomial G,, in the form 
The function f,,(z, 77, A) is defined by the series 
fv(z, q, A) is a parabolic modular form of weight $I + Y for the full modular 
group (]7, 31). 
Let x be an arbitrary element of [Fz. The weighted theta function &(z, x, C) is 
the function fy(z, r], A(C)) with n := Ciex /$. 
(2) Now let C be an extremal code. We are going to derive equations for the 
words of minimal weight in C. The Theorem of Assmus and Mattson for minimal 
weights in extremal codes and the Theorem of Venkov will turn out to be special 
cases of this equation, 
Let 
C a,ezniflz 
/A=1 
be the Fourier expansion of fy(z, x, C), hence 
A(C),, = {A e A(C) 1 (A A) = 2~). 
We fix the weight t = 1x1 of x. Since C is an extremal code, A(C),, consists of 
vectors lying in the lattice generated by PI, . . . , /3,, if ~1 c I-. Hence the 
coefficients aI, . . . , a, are independent of C. An easy computation shows that 
they are independent of the choice of x as well. 
The space of parabolic modular forms of weight n/2 + Y has dimension r for 
s =O, Y =4, 6, 8, 10, 14, s = 1, Y =2, 4, 6, 10, s=2, v=2, 6 and it has 
dimension r - 1 for s = 0, Y = 2. Therefore &(z, x, C) is in this case uniquely 
determined by al, . . . , a, (see e.g. [5] Chap. X, Theorem 4.4), hence also 
a,+,, 4+2, . . . are independent of the choice of x. 
(3) For the derivation of equations for the words of minimal weight in C we 
have to consider a,,, more closely. By definition of the Gegenbauer polynomials 
G,, (see e.g. [3]) 
a,+~= 2 G(ll;‘l;;ll) I141’ll~lly 
AEX 
= Zx(A’ rl)y - ~x2(J’:,” 4) (4 77Y-2(h n)(% 17) + . . .) rl = c Pi, 
itx 
where X : = A(C) Zr+2 and the points stand for terms who correspond to smaller 
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powers in the Gegenbauer polynomial. X is the disjoint union of the subsets 
X0:= ~bia,)biEL,2i:bT=2r+2) 
{ i=l i=l 
and 
Y:= +C*/3iICECd. 
1 iec I 
It follows that 
and 
is independent of the choice of x. 
The sum CA (A, q)” taken over all A = $ Ciec +/Ii for fixed c is equal to 
(z - 2a)v, t:= Icflxl. 
We introduce the numbers 
h,(i) := 2-i 2 i 0 (i-20)? i=O,l,..., y=O,l,.... o=o o 
Proposition 1. Zf Y is odd, then h,,(i) = 0. Zf Y is even, then h,,(i) is a polynomial 
in i of degree ~12 given by h,(i) = 1, h,,(O) = 0 for Y > 0, and the recurrence 
relation 
h,,(i + 1) = i (‘)h,&). 
w=o K 
Proof. It is easy to see that h,,(i) = 0 if Y is odd and that h,,(i) = 1, h,,(O) = 0 for 
Y > 0. It remains to prove the recurrence relation. 
We have 
h,(i+1)=2-‘-‘(i (i)(i+l-~o)v+~~(~~l)(i+~-~~)y) 
o=o 0 
=2-i-1~~(6)(%(:)(i-20)“) 
+2-i-’ i i 
0 o=o 0 
(i -2a - 1)" 
=2-~-1~~(6)(~~(:)(i-2~)K) 
~2-i-1~~(b)(~"(:)(2~-i)K) 
Y 
V 
= 
co 
h,(i). 0 
r=o K 
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Furthermore, 
&(A, r$‘=2d~~~h,Jcnxl), v=2,4,6,. . . . 
It follows that 
cz+lcn~l), v=2, 4,. . . , 21-4, 
and 
are independent of the choice of X. 
Taking into account that by(i) is a polynomial of the form 
by(i) = I .3 . (y - l)i’” _ yvi”z-l + . . . 
with J’2 = 0, y4 = 2, y6 = 5 . 6, ys = 5 * 7 . 3 . 4, y10 = 5 . 7 * 9 * 2 * 10, y12 = 
5 - 7.9 . 11 .5 * 6, y14 = 5 * 7 .9 . 11 . 13 .3 . 14, we come to the following result. 
Lemma 1. Let C be an extremal code of length n = 24r + &, s = 0, 1,2. 
Furthermore, let n be an arbitrary element of Fl with fixed weight 1x1 = t. Then for 
v=l,..., 5 - 2s the sum 
EJC nxlY (3) 
k independent of the choice of x. 
We put e(j) := 14 + $, g&) := T + &, g3(j) : = 2 + jj. Then the sum 
~~~lcnxl’-g~~t~~~~lC~xl~-~, 1:=7--a, 
is independent of the choice of x. 
(4) 
Let E,(x) be the number of words c E C, with lc fl xl =j. Then 
We consider (3) and (4) as linear combinations 
E,(x), . * . > E,_,(x) we find that the expressions 
and 
i;cl, (([ 1 l)tt - l+ 1) - 6(;))w 
are independent of the choice of x, too. Taking t :he sum over all x with 1x1 = t we 
of the Ej(r). By elimination of 
(5) 
(6) 
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get 
C,~(l)~(x)=(:),~(~)~(x)=i: (j)CEjtx  
j=v u x 
= I+ (:)(;:;)(:I;) 
= ICdl (:)0)(f)(Y~ Correspondingly one finds 
with 
K(n) = (I- 1)(6d - 51+ 6) d 
( )( ) 
n -’ Ic I 
(d-l+l) 1 1 d’ 
For I= 7, i.e. rz = 0 (mod 24) we have also 
K(n) = Icdl. 
Taking into account the explicit formulas for ICdj of Mallows and Sloane [5] one 
finds 
K(n) = 
5r - 2 ( > r-1 if I = 7, 
K(n) = 
5r 
( > 
if I= 5, 
r 
5r +2 
K(n)=3 r 
( ) 
ifl=3. 
We have proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let C be an extremal code of length n. We put n = 24r + 8s, 
s = 0, 1, 2, and 1 = 7 - 2.~. The minimal weight d of C is 4r + 4. Furthermore, let x 
be an arbitrary set of positions of C with cardinality t and let &j(X) be the number 
of words c in C with weight d and (c nxl = j. Then 
~(6)&j(x)=(:)(DG)-‘Icdl, v=l,. . . j l-2 (7) 
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and 
jil ((, j l)(t-r+ 1)-6(:))9(x)=(:)K(n) (8) 
with K(IZ) us above. 
The Theorem of Assmus-Mattson is the special case IJ = I- 2, t = I - 2 and the 
Theorem of Venkov is the special case (8), t = 1 of Theorem 2. 
2. The proof of Theorem 1 
(1) We begin with some simple remarks about certain linear equations which 
will be used in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Let G be a subset of [F; and x,,, x1, . . . , x, mappings from G into Q. 
Furthermore, let Z be a finite set of non-negative integers and al(i), a*(i), . . . 
mappings from Z into Q. We consider the system of linear equations 
z0 (P&)x, = 6(i), i E Z7 (9) 
where cpi is a polynomial of degree i with coefficients in Q. We want to say 
something about the solutions of (9) and we consider three cases: 
(a) Z = (0, l,, . . . , m}. Then (9) is equivalent to a system 
2 #XP = a*(i), i E I. (LO) 
c=o 
Since (P~)~,~ is a Vandermonde matrix, (10) has a unique solution. Hence 
x0, . . . , x, are constant as functions of G. 
(b) Z={O,l,..., m - l}. Then (9) is equivalent to 
ZoxP =4(O), 
z. (cl - er) . * * (~4 - ej)xP = u3(i), i = 1, . . . , m - 1, 
where e,,..., e,_, are arbitrary fixed integers. Hence if e,, e,,, are further 
integers such that 
{er, . . . , e,+d = I&l,. . . , m>, 
then 
(em - er) * * * (em - em-dxem + (em+l - ed . * . (em+, - em-1).xem+, = a&n 
(c) z = (0, 1, . . . ) m - 2, m}. Then (9) is equivalent to 
5 pixP = a+(i), i = 0, . . . , m - 2, 
p=o 
z. (pm + y~4”-‘)x, = ad(m) 
- 1). 
(11) 
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with ~EQ. With e,, . . . , em+, as above, (11) implies 
fJ (p - el) . - . (p - em-& + y + el + . . . + em-&, = US(~) 
and 
(e, - er) * * . (e, - e,_r)(y + e, + * * . + e,)x,_ 
+ (e,+r - er) . . . (em+, - em-d(v + el + f * . + em-, + em+l)xe,+, = a&z). 
(2) Now let C be an extremal code of length n = 24r + 8s, s = 0, 1, 2, and let Q 
be a set of 1: = 7 - & places of C. Furthermore let C, c E$ be the projection of C 
into the set (r = (1, . . . , n} -a and let C(G) c @ be the submodule C(G) = 
{x E C 1 x c ti}. Then by the balance principle ([3])C, = C(i)‘, where ’ denotes 
the orthogonal complement with respect to [F$. Hence by the Theorem of 
MacWilliams 
IC@)lf& 11) =fc&77 - 59 9 + E), 
where f denotes the weight enumerator. 
Weputp:=n-f,q:=d-Z.fc,(E,n)hastheform 
f&, n) = np + &&qqp-q + Eg+JQ+r~p-q-r +. . * . 
By the Theorem of Venkov we know that (I - 6)&, + &,+r is independent of the 
choice of a. Since ]C(rS)l = 2n’2-’ is also independent of the choice of a, we see 
that 
cn-wlr 
fC(i)(rl - 5, rl + E) = (rl + 5)” + x0 Pd+4p(r - 5)d+4”(rl + w-“-“” (12) 
has coefficients E& . . . , Eh,,, . . . such that EA = 2*12-‘, E; = 0, . . . , &h_, = 0, 
and (1- 6)&h + Ek+r is independent of a. We have (n - 2d)/4 = d + 1 - 1 = q + 1. 
The sum in (12) has the form 
c pd+4& - ~)“+“% +g)“-“-“” 
p=o 
= ;k&+&l)‘(d +“p,<p -;-4p)@+k~p-i-k. (13) 
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Then the coefficient of (13) at eqpei is 
Hence we have equations 
q+l 
i = O,, * . . , 4 - 1, (14) 
(15) 
The coefficient of xP in the ith equation is a polynomial of degree i in p. Hence 
we are in the situation of l(c) with m = q + 1. 
For the determination of y we have to compute the two highest coefficients of 
(l- 6)1clq(p) + qq+l(p). One finds 
(z-6)~q(lr)+~q+i(P)=t4B)‘~(6-I+~- p+2d +a... 
> 
Since p = n - 1 = 6d + 4 - 51, it follows 
y = -(q + 1)(4d - 2 - 41)/S. 
We put m=q+l, e,=O, e,=l,..., ei=i-1, e,+,=i+l,..., eq=q, 
eq+l = i, eq+2 = q + 1. Then by l(c) 
i! (q -i)! (-l)q-i y + (’ :‘jq ( > Pd+di+,‘“=,lJ!.(y+(q+2),(4+1)-i)fin_d 
(16) 
does not depend on the choice of a. 
(3) Let (Y be a place in a. We put a’ := Q - {a}, 
fC(&, rj) = rjp+l+ y&)qP+‘-d&Yd + * - * . 
Then by the Theorem of Venkov 
c Yn-d(cu) - 6hz-d 
(IE(1 (17) 
is independent of the choice of Q. 
The equation IC(c?‘)l f&E, q) =fcclsS)(rl - 5, rl + 5) leads to a system of linear 
equations for yd(o), . . . , y,_,(a) of type l(b) for m = q + 1. We put e, = 
0 > . . . 9 fZi = i - 1, f?i+l= i + 1, . . . , e, = q, eq+l = i, eq+2 = q + 1. Then 
i! (q - i)! (-1)q-iyd+4i(a) + (’ + ‘)! q + 1 _ i m-d(a) = 6(i). 
Combining (16)-(B) we come to the equation 
(18) 
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since wk = y"-k(a) - &k7 8k=pn_k alId 5q+5+d-n+k=k+l-1, 
we get 
This proves Theorem 1. 0 
(4) It is easy to derive from Theorem 1 and the Theorem of Assmus-Mattson 
the basis equations of extremal codes C for arbitrary weight k: Let x be an 
arbitrary set of places of C. Let &j(X) : = I{c E ck 1 (c fl x( = j}l and let K be the 
right side of (2). C,, denotes the sum over all subsets a of x with Ial = I= 7 - 2~. 
We compute C,, f&k@) + ghk(a) = (‘“‘) , K in terms of the numbers &j(X) and find 
j$t (f(l y 1)(14 --A +g(:>)w = (I$ 
A similar computation leads to the equations 
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